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Programme
Fuel cell and hydrogen Joint undertaking — Call 2009
Duration
01/02/2011-31/01/2015
Main objective

MobyPost aims at developing a novel sustainable mobility
concept that proposes to meet the challenge of experimenting a whole system combining a carbon neutral vehicle with
a technology based on a solar hydrogen fuel cell system.
This is what we call the solar-to-wheel solution.
Partner countries
Germany, Switzerland, Italy, France

Dear Readers,
the MobyPost project is delighted to present you the 5th
MobyPost Newsletter. In this edition we give you an update about the project’s progress and development, present interesting news from the e-mobility field and we give
you an unique insight in the work of project partner
Mahytec, the developer and manufacturer of hydride tanks
for the MobyPost vehicle.

Subsequently we present (on page 6) in the section
“News from the field and Upcoming Events” the general developments and trends of the fuel cell industry
and upcoming events of this industry in 2014.

Furthermore we will give you an insight of our 36-months
Steering Committee meeting of MobyPost in Uggiate Trevano, Italy. Read more details about this partner meeting
and the recent fairs and events MobyPost partners have
visited on page 2 and 3.

www.mobypost-project.eu

Apart from the newsletter, we kindly invite you to also
regularly check our website:

Enjoy reading!

MobyPost consortium

In our series of interviews with various project partners, we
would like to present in this edition an interview conducted
with Dominique Perreux from MaHyTec, the developer and
manufacturer of the hydride tanks. Read more about
MaHyTec main area of activities, its role in the project, the
challenges faced during the development and the manufacturing of the tanks for the MobyPost vehicle and get
also an insight into Dominique's vision for the future of
electric vehicles equipped with hydrogen, all on page 4
and 5.
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Recapitulatory both infrastructure and vehicles are on a
good way to be soon ready for the experimentation phase.

Past events and actual status

Therefore the consortium is proud and very satisfied by
looking at the progress and now they want to accelerate
the road experimentation! The last prototype vehicle is
achieved and tested positively. Therefore the partner
The 36-months MobyPost Steering Committee Meeting
Ducati started with the serial production. Moreover the 1st
took place in Uggiate Trevano, Italy, near the MES
commissioning of the infrastructure in Audincourt started in
premises in Stabio, Switzerland.
June and is almost done.
MobyPost partner meeting in Uggiate Trevano, Italy,
5th – 6th March 2014

During the two days meeting, representatives of almost all
project partners were able to share information about the To sum it up all participating MobyPost partners have
been updated about recent project developments and left
latest development and progress of the work in MobyPost
the partner meeting enthusiastically about the upcoming
project.
project period. All partners are especially looking forward to
the kick-off of the official experimentation phase which is
Michel Romand, the project coordinator from UTBM, welnow waiting for the French administration to obtain the cercomed the project partners and provided an insight into the
tificate in order to drive on the road. The overall consortium
project status. The first day was dedicated to review the
general status, main achievements, work in progress and can not wait to see that their vision, MobyPost vehicles
delivering the post on France roads, becomes finally realiupcoming tasks of several work packages dealing with the
ty!
vehicle and infrastructure.

MobyPost Impressions from the partner meeting in Uggiate
Trevano, Italy.
MobyPost Impressions from the partner meeting in
Uggiate Trevano, Italy.

Satisfied with progress made the workshop session started
with 2 workshops (“Infrastructure” and “Vehicle”) held parallel by focussing on the alignment of vehicle and infrastructure planning.
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Past Events
MobyPost at Hannover Fair (7th - 11th of April 2014)
Hannover Fair is one of the leading industrial fairs in the world, international
conference and exhibition for industrial automation, IT, energy– and environmental technology, industrial supply and R&D. This years edition took
place from the 7th - 11th of April and brought together senior directors,
CEOs, key decision makers, managers, buyers and suppliers from more
than 100 countries.

Dominique Perreux (Mahytec) at Hannover Fair

During Hannover Fair, Dominique Perreux from partner Mahytec was present as an exhibitor, sharing a booth with our partner H2NITIDOR and presented MobyPost project, its objectives and achievements to interested
visitors. Additionally Dr Avril and Mr. Chapelle from Mahytec held a presentation about MobyPost in the Technical Forum. The feedback received with
regard to the project was very positive and the visitors showed much interest in the overall MobyPost concept! Our partner EIFER joint Hannover
Fair as well in order to present and promote MobyPost!

The booth of Mahytec at Hannover Fair

MobyPost at IDHEA in Nantes, France (12th - 14th of
May 2014)
The International Discussion on Hydrogen Energy and Applications was the meeting place of 250 people interested
in Hydrogen Production and Storage, Mobility Applications,
Stationary Applications and Hydrogen in the City. Our
parter from EIFER participated, promoted MobyPost and
held as well a presentation on Hydrogen Production.

MobyPost at OFAEnR in Berlin on the 24th of June,
2014
Our partner, the European Institute for Energy Research
(EIFER) presented the MobyPost project at the hydrogen
conference of the OFAEnR in Berlin at the French Embassy. Afterwards EIFER received a lot of positive feedback
which provided the opportunity to exchange ideas and
elaborate further on the project.

Future Project Events
Next MobyPost partner meeting is scheduled for September 2014. MobyPost partners will meet again
at the infrastructure sites in order to investigate the infrastructure and to discuss the progress of the
demonstration period.
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Interview with Dominique Perreux from MaHyTec
Short profile
Dominique Perreux
Dominique is a co-founder of MaHyTec and Professor at the University of Franche-Comté where he taught Materials, Thermodynamic and Mechanics. He graduated at the Engineering School
ENSMM in 1986 and obtained a PhD in Mechanical Engineering in
1989. He worked successively at the research center of AKZO company in the Netherlands, at CEA (Centre for Nuclear Energy) in
Ripault centre -France, at the CNRS before becoming Professor at
the University of Franche-Comté (1998). He was director of the
LMARC: Applied Mechanical Laboratory (100 persons) from 2000
to 2005, before joining Georgia Tech in Atlanta for a year as an
invited Professor. He has been working in the field of hydrogen storage during the last fifteen years by developing compressed hydrogen tanks using composite materials for load bearing or solid storage hydrogen tanks using hydride. He was involved in the RTN of
FP6: HYTRAIN devoted to solid storage where he was in charge of
the WP Hybride storage combining various ways of storage: hydride
and porous or hydride and compressed gas. He was also involved
in the Work Package for compressed gas of the FP6 IP STROHY.

The aspect of safety is for us of utmost importance and
therefore a lot of research is indispensable. To sum it up, I
am of the opinion that in future 2 main problems have to be
solved: 1) The problem of safety of high pressure systems
and 2) The problem of managing a good heat exchange for
solid storage with hydride.
3. On which R&D topics does your company focus
on?
Mainly we focus right now on a better connection of fuel
systems, so the embedding of tanks in the whole system.
4. How did you become involved in the MobyPost project? What was your motivation to join? What are
your particular interest in and expectation from participating?
Mahytec was involved in the project right from the beginning. Our main idea and interest in this project was to not
using high pressure systems anymore but rather low pressure systems for mobile applications. Further our interest is
to minimize all sources of energy needs, so energy saving
by using the new system.

1. What is Mahytec main area of activities?
Mahytec is a Limited Liability Company founded in December 2007 by two professors and two doctors in mechanical
engineering of materials. Mahytec is a spin off a university
and has research activity as well as manufacturing activity
of hydrogen tank or mechanical components used in energy industry. Mahytec proposes to medium sized and large
companies its hydrogen storage system expertise and 5. How did you become involved in the MobyPost promanufactures hydrogen tank using compressed gas or solject? What was your motivation to join? What are
id storage by hydride. Mahytec provides technical soluyour particular interest in and expectation from partions, manufacture prototypes and small series.
ticipating?
In order to answer MobyPost`s project specifications, we
have developed a tank which includes a thermal exchanger
2. Is Mahytec actively seeking innovative developments? If yes, in which area/field in particular? Are in order to ensure the hydrogen to be delivered with considerations with flow and time hydrogen mass stored.
there any particular trends?
Personally I would call Mahytec as a very innovative com- Our tasks include being in charge of all storage hydrogen
pany. Mainly we are involved in the development of storage systems, from the electrolyser at the refuelling station to
systems for hydrogen, especially in the field of solid stor- the fuel cell in the vehicle and the management of all techage hydrogen tanks and compressed hydrogen storage. A nical issues.
particular trend in this area is the storage of hydrogen with
700bar but for this purpose a different kind of tank has to We see ourselves as the linker between the stationary and
be used. Here we are strongly involved in the development mobile application within this project.
of tanks made out of polymers and composite.
Follow the interview on the next page!
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Interview with Dominique Perreux from MaHyTec
6. What were the biggest challenge(s) developing and
manufacturing the hydride tanks and later on its implementation? Did you have to face some stumbling
blocks? If so, what did you do to remove these obstacles?
Mahytec manages the thermal systems in the mobile application. During refilling, the heat increases because of the
hydrogen absorption with the hydride and when it is used
the tank needs heat from the fuel cell. Therefore the most
challenging part for us was the management of the thermal
exchange and we worked with UTBM for this challenge.
7. What is your long-term vision concerning the MobyPost concept? Do you think it may have an impact
on a wider deployment of hydrogen-driven vehicles,
in Europe?
I really hope that this project will have an impact because
the reduction of several sources of pollution is a general
problem and the MobyPost project makes an important
step in order to solve this problem. Further the findings and
results from the MobyPost project so far, show us what can
be possible in future and provides a profound basis because we are developing and testing a solution for the future.
I am really proud to be involved in that project.

9. What is Mahytec vision on your own activities in the
field? Would you go for similar initiatives or projects
like MobyPost, possibly even at a larger scale?
For our company the project was very important and we
really enjoyed the collaboration and knowledge exchange.
In particular it was helpful for Mahytecs development of stationary applications. Definitely we would go for a similar project again!

Thank you very much Dominique for
this very interesting interview!

Besides MobyPost Mahytec is involved in few other interesting projects. One of it is the first riding thermal lawnmower powered by hydrogen which is already operating.
From a standard ETESIA riding lawn mower (500cm3),
Mahytec modified the fuel system to make it possible to operate with hydrogen. Hydrogen storage has been optimized;
hydrogen is stored in a metal hydride tank in its solid form
working at low pressure, which ensures maximum safety.

8. Do you think that fuel cell technologies and vehicles
equipped with hydrogen, similar to those developed
for MobyPost will be easily accepted by the professional users, the public or possibly even by private
users?
I think in general that it will be a question of acceptability.
In order to obtain more information about Mahytec and its
When it’s about fuel cells technologies and vehicles
innovative products go to:
equipped with hydrogen, people or society have a lot of
http://www.mahytec.com/en/home.html
negative memories in mind. What we have to do is to provide evidence that we have developed a vehicle equipped
with hydrogen which is safe and which is environmental
friendly (good impact). Another factor we should not neglect
is the cost issue. Therefore the acceptance of society and
the reduction of costs for the consumer are the main issues
we have to accomplish.
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News from the field
GLOBAL EV OUTLOOK
Understanding the Electric Vehicle Landscape to 2020
The Electric Vehicles Initiative (EVI) is a multi-government policy forum dedicated to accelerating the introduction and
adoption of electric vehicles worldwide. EVI is one of several
initiatives launched in 2010 under the Clean Energy Ministerial
and currently includes 15 member governments from Africa,
Asia, Europe, and North America, as well as participation from
the International Energy Agency (IEA).
Get to know

various data and analysis, which comprises market deployment of EVs, (targets and progress, geographic distribution, EVSE deployment, RD&D, market trends and
national policy initiatives)

challenges and opportunities with regard to finance, technology, market, policy

According to “Research and Forecast of China Electric Scooter Industry, 2014-2018” from Huidian Research, the need for electric scooters in China
reached 1.05 million units in 2013, an increase of
31.25% from 2012. Navigant Research estimates
annual sales of electric two-wheel vehicles will
reach 60 million units in China by 2018.
The case study is available at:
http://www.fuelcells.org/pdfs/
TaiwanScooterCaseStudy.pdf
In June, Navigant research published a report with the title:
“The fuel cell and hydrogen industries - 10 trends to watch“
Get to know the trends, underpinned by charts and figures.
The report is available:
http://assets.fiercemarkets.com/public/sites/energy/
reports/fuelcelltrends.pdf

The report is available:
http://www.iea.org/publications/globalevoutlook_2013.pdf

World of Energy Solutions, 6th - 8th of October, 2014,
Stuttgart, Germany

Upcoming Events

It is an international trade fair, conference and networking
marketplace where visitors can obtain information on innovative products and applications, research approaches and
technologies as well as energy storage solutions.

Journées H2 dans les territoires, 22nd - 23rd of September, 2014

The MobyPost consortium will have a booth and proudly
presents a MobyPost vehicle at the entrance of the congress center. Further Mr. Delaval from La Poste will present http://www.world-of-energy-solutions.de/en/
the MobyPost project at the conference. On both days it is
possible to visit the MobyPost infrastructure in Audincourt 6th International Fair for Electric- & Hybrid-Mobility,
21st - 23rd, October 2014, eCarTec Munich, Germany
with the H2 specialists.

Join the worldwide biggest fair for Electric & Hybrid Mobility!
http://www.vehiculedufutur.com/calendar/25/465-JourneeseCarTec and the associated congress offer an international
H2-dans-les-territoires---2eme-edition---Belfort.html
platform in order to get in contact with relevant people from
industry, politics and public authority. Thematic key aspects
H2Expo, 23rd - 26th of September 2014, Hannover,
are: Electric vehicles, storage technology, drive and engiGermany
H2 Expo links the topic of energy storage with the wind in- neer technology.
dustry. By offering a networking platform with applying industries (aviation, maritime, energy storage etc.) business
contacts can be established easily.

http://www.ecartec.de/en/home/

http://www.h2expo.com/en/
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